ANNUAL CONFERENCE 1984

The programme and registration form enclosed with this Newsletter is solely for events of the CAML/ACBM annual conference. Those planning to attend should send the completed form to Margaret Matheson, together with the conference fee and lunch money if appropriate. You should also have received by now, under plain brown wrapper, the CLA conference programme, containing forms for their registration and for accommodation (which does include CAML). These separate registration procedures have been imposed upon us by CLA, who gave us no choice in the matter, and the explanation, which vies in length with Gone with the wind, and in boredom with ISBD(G) will not be supplied here; if you really want to know, please write to me, enclosing a stamped self-addressed packing case. If you haven't received a CLA programme, contact CLA in Ottawa, 151 Sparks St., K1P 5E3, (613) 232 9625.

The reason for some of the questions on the CAML form - who will be staying out at the airport strip hotels, and who will have a car - is the need to arrange logistics of transportation downtown on the Friday morning. If you are undecided on these points, please indicate this, and let Margaret know later what your plans are, or if there are changes. Margaret will be happy to answer any further questions you may have - if she can!
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE 1985

Call for programme suggestions:

Next year we plan to meet with the Learned Societies again, in Winnipeg. Ideas for items for the programme are cordially invited. Suggestions would be most useful for a specific topic, such as a panel on the use of computers in the production of bibliographic tools, rather than "something about cataloguing". Unfortunately CAML is unable to offer financial support; speakers will have to seek travel funds from their institutions or other sources.